













































Monday Sept 12 Fall 22
Lecture 6

AnnouncementsReminders
WP HW 2 due Wed 1.2 1.3 11 59pm
Q2 on Thurs 91151.2 1.3 1.4
Office Hours Tues 1230 1 30 Cudahy 307

Fri 8 00 900 Help Desk
Cale Pretest Results

Reminder about lecture exercise videos from Fall2020

Section 1.3
Inverse Functions











































































For a function fix the inverse
f x is the function that swaps x
and y values of fix

reflection over the line y x

x fix

De

y x
This isn't always apossible

ya the reflection

ite function is

t o function64 2

thing
A function cannot have 2 or more

outputs for a given input

flat does not have an inverse because
when we flip it the result is not
even a function











































































A function has an inverse if it passes
the Harizontallinetest There is no

horizontal line that passes through the function
more than once

5
fails the HIT

fat is not invertible

I fly x2 for X 20 Domain To O

passes the HIT1 so it does have an inverseYo si
Iffcn

x on the
domain to N then
f x F

H
Dft

FYI
on C o o

passes the HLT
If fly P on ED OJItsy

then fix ox











































































catmythemrese
Let flx be an invertible function

To find a formula for f x solve
for the independent variable input temp

chirps minute

EI CCT 47 18HIT output elm

solve for T
te p Emin

C 4T 160
160 160

input'qm
6 YI

Nt

I Estrin

outtempTF y 4 160

65 If the temp is x Yy 160
xp how many www.eq
chirps min y 40
4 65 160 100

T 100 If there is 100 chirps man then
what is the temp
104 40 65











































































Section 1.41 Logarithmic Functions
1.2 exponential functions
1 3 inverse functions

Logarithmic Functions are the inverses
of exponential functions

Since exponential functions have a base
at so do logarithmic functions

logalx

logic

log undoes exponentiation
EI Solve 5 2
Between what two whole s is x Between

21 2 22 4 23 8 2 and3











































































Take the log of both sides

log 5 log 2x log undoes
exp

log 5 X
I 2.3219

This is the such that if you raise
2 to it you get 5

When the base of a log is 10 it's
common to just write log instead of
log o

x 2.71
When the base is e we write In
and say natural log In loge

Change of Basis Formula
You can rewrite loga x as

gÉ for any

logos legged YE fogies


